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The French company is looking for
distributors and commercial agents
The French SME based in the North of to sell its innovative product.
France was established in 1947. They
Targetted sectors are very large
COVID-19: French are
specialized
in
industrial including
personal
protective
SME is looking for
subcontracting.
Faced with
the equipment distributors, healthcare
distributors for its COVID-19 crisis, they developed an
devices
distributors
(masks
particularly),
consumer
related
innovative anti-fog innovative accessory to prevent the
mask accessory
appearance of mist on the glasses products distributors, COVID safety
when wearing a mask. The company products suppliers for professional
aims toexpand
internationally and consumers.
worldwide with local partners to
distribute this accessory. The company The company is also interested by
is also interested by a commercial
production
licensing linked with
agency agreement, licensing and distribution agreement to offer to
manufacturing agreement.
partners the manufacturing of the
product directly on the international
market.
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COVID 19:
Emergency Lung
Ventilator

Latvian engineers and medical experts
has developed a non-expensive,
automated lung ventilator used
during COVID-19 pandemic. It is
designed to be assembled from easily
available components. Team is close to
finalizing product development and
looking for manufacturing partners
interested in production of device.
Certification of ventilator as a medical
device is needed as well. They are open
for commercial agreement with
technical assistance, licencing and
technical cooperation agreement.

Team is looking for manufacturing
partners interested in production
of device. Partner must be able to
provide necessary certification of
ventilator as a medical device. Team
is opened for different types of
agreement:
• Commercial agreement with
technical assistance
•
•
•

License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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A Polish institute
offers a universal
air water spraying
disinfecting
installation for
COVID-19 and is
looking for
licensing.

The Polish R&D institute being active
since 1950, so being simultaneously
very experienced, having a lot of
innovations implemented on
the
market, offers a universal air water
spraying, disinfecting system. The
installation
is
designed
for
decontamination of viruses, bacteria
and fungi from outerwear of passing
people therefore it may help with
fighting with COVID-19 (COVID
gate). The institute is ready to sign a
license agreement.

For this specific solution the institute
is searching for different type of
companies being able to produce
the COVID-19 gates on the basis of
the licence agreement. The company
should have technical experience to
implement serial production as well
as appropriate market recognition and
established
relationships
with
prospected final customers (like big
companies
and
organizations,
shopping malls, public spaces and
others).
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